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Clarmon introduces QAvalid v2.0, its new generation, web
based validation and compliance management system
Clarmon Corporation announced today the release of QAvalid 2.0, the latest version of its leading validation
and compliance management system.
As a real-life alternative to paper or manual systems, the QAvalid software suite is the optimal solution for
Life Science companies focused on standardizing their validation and compliance documentation activities
across multiple sites and reducing the cost of compliance. QAvalid ensures that all documents are maintained consistent and controlled and enables users to focus exclusively on critical tasks by automating
recurring documentation and compliance processes.
Unlike traditional document management and compliance systems, QAvalid allows users to work directly in
the familiar Microsoft Office® interface and thanks to its unique Linksense™ technology still ensures full
traceability, drastically reducing the time needed to manage documents. The technology enables users to
connect physically separate but related content such as requirements, risk assessments or tests across
multiple documents, ensuring that the impact of any change is always visible. Furthermore, an up-to-date
traceability matrix can be generated on demand for any set of validation or compliance documents in order
to identify gaps or justify the extent of the documentation effort.
The enhancements in version 2.0 are strengthening QAvalid’s position as the most efficient validation management system today and are extending the system’s capabilities to automate all of the main quality management processes. QAvalid 2.0 ensures control and provides the optimal solution to demonstrate regulatory compliance without changing the user’s way of working. Improved information reuse based on master
templates, extended integration with 3’rd party systems such as Crystal Reports and extended workflow
support for quality system documentation processes increase the product’s time and money saving potential even more.

About Clarmon Corporation
Clarmon Corporation provides advanced software solutions for quality and compliance management. The
majority of Clarmon’s customers are Life Science companies that operate inside highly regulated environments. Using Clarmon’s Web and Microsoft Office® based solutions these companies have been able to
replace paper and manual systems with a fully electronic, automated environment that reduces the efforts
and costs of demonstrating compliance.
QAvalid, Clarmon’s validation and compliance management suite, provides a simple method to centrally
manage and control documents without requiring users to re-enter information. Unique technology embedded in QAvalid allows quality professionals to connect and synchronize documents and regulations, drastically reducing the time needed to update documents. Clarmon is a privately owned company established
and sustained by people with extensive experience in Compliance Management, Quality Assurance and
Validation. For more information about Clarmon Corporation please visit www.clarmon.com
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